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QUESTION: 103
Which command will mirror an encapsulated boot disk?

A. vxdisksetup
B. vxbootadm
C. vxrootadm
D. vxdmpadm

Answer: C

QUESTION: 104
On a site-aware Veritas Storage Foundation 6.0 for UNIX system, which file contains the
name of the site to which the host belongs?

A. /etc/sites
B. /etc/hosts
C. /etc/vx/sites
D. /etc/vx/volboot

Answer: D

QUESTION: 105
What will be the effect of reducing the compression block size by 50% when using
vxcompress to compress files?

A. double the amount of logical data per compressed extent
B. double the amount of compressed data per compressed extent
C. half the amount of logical data per compressed extent
D. half the amount of compressed data per compressed extent

Answer: C

QUESTION: 106
What are two benefits of using Storage Checkpoints within Veritas Storage Foundation
6.0 for UNIX instead of file system snapshots? (Select two.)

A. Transient
B. read-only
C. uses free space from parent file system
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D. persistent
E. uses separate volume

Answer: C, D

QUESTION: 107
Refer to the exhibit.

The appvol volume contains a Veritas File System (VxFS) file system and is mounted to
/app. The volume has experienced multiple disk failures. What is the state of the data on
the mounted file system?

A. unavailable
B. corrupted
C. partially available
D. fully accessible

Answer: D

QUESTION: 108
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Which switch needs to be added to the vxdg -g diskgroup adddisk disk_name command
to force Veritas Volume Manager (VxVM) to take the disk media name of the failed disk
and assign it to a replacement disk?

A. -force
B. -k
C. -f
D. -assign

Answer: B

QUESTION: 109
What happens when a mirrored volume is converted to RAID-5?

A. All plexes of the mirrored volume are converted to RAID-5.
B. One plex is converted to RAID-5 and all other plexes are removed.
C. The number of plexes converted depends on how many columns the RAID-5 volume
has.
D. The number of plexes converted depends on the stripe unit size.

Answer: B
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